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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 18 November 2019 

PRESS RELEASE 

Consumer survey shows online retailers need to 

focus on packaging sustainability and reduce 

overpacking  

Almost a third of online shoppers want their purchases to be sent in more environmentally 

friendly packaging and they’re prepared to pay more for it – that’s the main finding of 

Macfarlane Packaging’s Annual Unboxing Survey, the results of which are published today. 

 

Asked for the first time about the green credentials of the packaging they received, 39% of 

internet shoppers classified it as “not environmentally friendly” and this was particularly 

evident among fashion shoppers where the figure was 54%. Overall, 29% of respondents 

said they would be willing to pay more for greener packaging, with those buying Health and 

Beauty products leading the way at 33%. Macfarlane Packaging, who undertook the 

research, is the UK’s leading distributor of protective packaging to a broad range of sectors. 

 

Elsewhere, the Macfarlane Packaging Unboxing Survey revealed that retailers are using too 

much packaging.  23% of respondents reported too much packaging for their purchases, 

with Health and Beauty once again being the biggest culprit with 43% of shoppers reporting 

this. 

 

Results at a glance: 

• 39% stated that the packaging was “not environmentally friendly”. 

• 29% are willing to pay more for greener packaging  

• 23% of respondents reported inappropriately sized packaging eg: packaging too 

large or small for product 
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• 23% of respondents reported there was too much packaging for their purchases eg: 

overpacking 

 

Laurel Granville, Marketing Director of Macfarlane Packaging, said: “What we can see 

from the survey results is that the public’s conscience is resulting in a demand for greener 

packaging and while there are improvements in other areas there is still work to do. 

Too much packaging remains a current focus and major challenge for retailers as they 

balance the need to ensure their product arrives undamaged while managing customer 

demands for more sustainable and appropriate packaging.  

 

“With video blogging and consumer reviews on the increase, retailers are under pressure to 

ensure the unboxing experience lives the brand values in all ways. At Macfarlane, we can 

help retailers in their choice of packaging to ensure it cost effectively addresses the 

sustainability concerns of their customers.” 

 

The Annual ‘Unboxing’ Survey looked at packaging performance across a wide range of 

online retailers with over 200 surveys completed.  The surveys covered goods in the 

Fashion, Health and Beauty, Home and Garden and Food & Drink sectors, with goods 

ranging from candles and perfume to a large furniture. This year, Macfarlane Packaging also 

asked shoppers about the environmentally friendly attributes of packaging and assessed 

consumer attitudes towards paying more for more sustainable packaging. 

 

The survey was carried out across summer 2019 and was designed to provide retailers with 

valuable feedback from consumers. Full details of the survey returns can be found here: 

https://www.macfarlanepackaging.com/unboxing-2019/  

Macfarlane Packaging’s Innovation Lab has a full library of un-boxing videos where retailers 

can address their packaging challenges and offer solutions - 

https://www.macfarlanepackaging.com/services/innovation-lab/ 

 
18 November 2019                                       - Ends - 

 
Further enquiries: 
 
Debbie Johnston   t: 0141 548 5191  
Spreng Thomson  e: debbie@sprengthomson.com 
 
 
Notes to Editors: 

https://www.macfarlanepackaging.com/unboxing-2019/
https://www.macfarlanepackaging.com/services/innovation-lab/
mailto:debbie@sprengthomson.com
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Notes to Editors: 

• Macfarlane Group PLC is listed on the London Stock Exchange (LSE: MACF) in the Industrials 
Sector 

• The company is headquartered in Glasgow, Scotland and has more than 70 years’ experience in 
the UK packaging industry 

• The Group’s businesses are: 
o Packaging Distribution 

Macfarlane Packaging is the leading UK distributor of a comprehensive range of protective 
packaging products 

o Manufacturing Operations 
Macfarlane Packaging Design and Manufacture designs and produces protective packaging 
for high value, fragile products and Macfarlane Labels designs and prints high quality self-
adhesive and resealable labels, principally for FMCG companies 

• Macfarlane employs over 925 people at 30 sites, principally in the UK, but also in Ireland and 
Sweden 

• The Group has 20,000+ customers in the UK, Europe and the USA and provides thousands of 
lines to a wide range of industry sectors, including: industrial, consumer goods; food 
manufacturing; logistics; internet retail; mail order; electronics; defence and aerospace 

 

• * “Unboxing” is the experience of opening a package containing a product ordered online. It has 
become known as unboxing and, with the advent of video blogging, consumers’ reviews of not 
only products, but the packaging that they arrive in, are becoming increasingly important to online 
retailers.  
 

  


